
Autumn 1 in the Kingfisher Class 

Here is our beautiful Noah’s Ark Class Display based on 

our RE topic about the Old Testament.  Below is one of 

our thoughtful prayers on display written by Julia. 

Dear God 

Thank you for creating a better world for us to live in.  

Noah was a special person who said ‘yes’ to you. Help 

me to be good and to be kind to others and to help      

people if they need it. 

Amen 

In another one of our tasks, we had to think about 

the meaning of the symbol of the chair in the story. 

We then designed a beautiful chair for a refugee 

that has come into the country, after escaping a 

war in their hometown. The design had to make the 

person feel welcome and include many items that 

would make the person feel part of our school. 

From our many wonderful designs we then wrote 

messages on brightly coloured labels to add to a 

child’s chair. Our friendship chair is now in the 

school hall by some of our other work about this poignant story for everyone to 

view.  

The Day War Came 

In the Kingfisher Class we have enjoyed learning about 

Solidarity and working towards the Common Good for 

all, through the story ‘The Day War Came.’   

Thinking about the meaning of the story enabled us to 

produce this beautiful piece of artwork. 

A special visitor arrived in the 

Kingfisher Class to help us    

improve our writing. 

We used the Florence Nightingale costume 

to think of ‘adjective’ words to describe the 

terrible conditions that she saw as she    

arrived in the Scutari Hospital for the first 

time. Here is Kaya dressed as Florence 

Nightingale and working extremely hard to 

improve her writing skills. 



Our visit to the Cotswold Farm Park 

We had a fantastic time recently visiting the 

Cotswold Farm Park which linked to our    

English and Science topics. The visit allowed 

us to experience lessons in a different           

environment whereby we had lots of fun   

learning new facts about animals.  

We had an interesting Science lesson around 

our topic about ‘All Living Things’ as we got to 

hold chicks and see various rabbits and    

Guinea Pigs.  

Later, we then saw a large variety of larger   

animals and learnt how the farmers look after 

them.  

We had lots of free time to explore the farm 

park, where we got to play on tractors,          

Go-karts, play equipment and the amazing 

bouncy pillows; after having a walk and climb 

through the woodland area.  

The children’s behavior was outstanding    

during the visit, and it was a pleasure to take 

them on this outing.  

The children’s behaviour was excellent during 

our visit, and we would especially like to thank 

all the parents and grandparent who helped 

us.  

Vocation Day was so much fun as we 

learnt all about the different roles we 

might have when we leave full time    

education. 

What a wonderful start we have had to 

our first  

Half-term in the Kingfisher Class.  

Vocation Day  


